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(31) J. W. P. asks: Is there anything that 
may be added to collodion for ferrotype plates, 
that will make it hard enough to stand a brush af
ter the picture is taken? A. There is no foreign 
matter �hat can be added before the picture is 
made: but a collodion made of long fiber cotton, 
with an excess of ether, will usually answer best. 
If this will not do, flow the plate while wet (after 
the picture is taken) with dilute albumen or gum 
arabic. 

Site side, containing the carbon, with pounded 
Coke, after which the metal partition is withdrawn 
and a thin layer of sand spread over all. The ex
citing fluid is contained in an inverted jar over 
the battery; another jar beneath catches the liquid 
after it has passed through the sand and coke. 
Take 15 parts, by weight, of water, 1 of bichro
mate of potash, � of sulphide of mercury, and 2 
of sulphuric acid, to form the solution. 

minals of each coil connected as shown. Now, if 
if we connect one pole of the battery at -,and the 
other at. +, the current will divide, one half pass 
ing through each coil in the same direetion, pro-

COJl[lIroNICATJONS RECEIVED. 

The Editor of t.he BClENTIFIO AMliauOAN aq
Imowledges, with much pleasure, the receipt of 
original papers and contributions upon the follow
Ing subjects : 

(32) 1. O. A. says; I am straining my eyes 
by working in white wood and reading by lamp
light. I want to use spectacles, but I am told that 
if I once use them I must always use them. I s  
this so? A .  Spectacles o f  the proper kind m a y  b e  
used t o  assist the eyes to see indistinct objects; but 
if there is not light enough to see well without 
them, their use would certainly be injurious. 

(33) A. E. asks: How can I make a good 
washing fluid ? A. Make a strong solution of wash
ing soda, and render it caustic by the addition of 
quicklime. 

' 

(34) W. C. asks: How can I cement emery 
together? A. Use the best glue. 

(35) L. J. T. asks: How can I make a good 
baking powder? A. Take tartaric acid 5 parts, 
sesquicarbonate of soda 8 parts, and potato flour 
16 parts. Dry them perfectly, mix, pass through a 
sieve, and keep free from moisture. 

(36) J. E. J. asks: Has it ever been ex
plained how the common turkey buzzard is able to 
mount up without flapping his wings? A. We 
think not. See p. 292, vol. 32. 

1. When will Saturn and Mars be in conjunction 
again? A. About i o'clock A. M., July 28, 1877. 
2. Would an achromatic spyglass of 50 powers be 
of any use for astronomical observation? Would 
it enable a novice to discern Jupiter's moons and 
Saturn's ringH? Would it show the globular form 
of any of t.he planets? A. If you have a spy
glass which will give you good definition with a 
power of 50, you can see all you speak of and a 
good deal more. 

1. What is the proper name of the gas generated 
by buming bituminous coal? A. The larger part 
is carburetted hydrogen ; carbonic oxide and car 
bonic acid gas are also present. 2. Is it poisonous) A. Yes, slightJy. 

(37) J. H. asks: 1. How do engravers lay 
the design on the plate before they commence thE' 
operation of eBgraving? A. They coat the plate 
with a thin layer of whitening in water, and then 
use a red transfer paper, tracing the design with a 
steel point. 2. In drawing the engraving tool over 
the face of a copper plate, will it not leave a rough 
or feather edge? A, Not if the copper is of the 
right quality, and the tool is sharp and in the hand 
of a qualified operator. 

(38) J. R. C. asks: Can you give me the 
meaning and derivation of the word terra cotta1 
A. Te;rra eotta (Italian) means" baked earth," and 
is the name for ware made of a paste of white 
clay, fine &and, and pulverized broken crockery, 
slowly dried, and baked to hardness. 

(39) T. T. Y. asks: 1. What are quaterni
ons? A." A quaternion is the quotient of two 
divided right lines in space, considered as depend
ing on a system of four geometrical elements, and 
as expressible by an algebralcal symbol of quadri
nomial form."-Sir Wi!!iamR. HamiUvn. 2. Where 
can I find analysis of them ? A. See three admir
able letters of the above-named author. You may 
find them in Nichol's" Cyclopredla of the Physi
cal Sciences." We do not know the publication 
you mentIOn. 

(40) J. G. S. asks: Can you give a good 
cure fat: cracks in the skin of hands? Tbe points 
of my fingers and thumbs are badly cracked, and 
although kept as clean as possible, glycerin being 
applied, they will not heal. A. Try spermaceti 
ointment. 

(41) W. 8. H. asks: Please give me a re
cipe for making oil paste shoe blacking for shoes· 
A. Take Ivory black 16 parts, treacle 8 parts, oil of 
vitriol 4 parts, diluted with water 2 parts, oil 2 
parts, gnm arabic 1 part, soft water (for final dilu· 
tion) 64 parts. Mix well. 

(44) K. asks: 1. What is the best sized cell 
to use for a battery ToO produce the electric 
hght? A. With an equal number of cells, the 
larger of two sizes gives the most huat and light. 

2. In amalgamating zincs with mercury, will it do 
to immer'!e the zincs in mercury, or would this 
give them too much mercur)? A. It is usual, af
ter the zincs have been properly cleaned, to place 
them in, a shallow dish and pour the mercury over 
them with a spoon. They should be carefully 
brushed afterwards to remove the excess of mer
cury. 3. How long should the nitric acid last in 
the Grove battery? Why does the current be
come so weak when the nitric acid becomes 
weak? A. That depends upon the intenSity of 
chemical action. With a given quantity of aCid, 
zinc, etc., a certain definite quantity of electricity 
will be evolved. This we may obtain in a longer 
or shorter time by making the resistance of the 
circuit iarge or small; If it is vers small the bat
tery becomes perceptibly weakened in a very 
short time. i. Does not the current depend en
tiruly upon the decomposition of the zinc? A. The 
current is the resultant of all the chemical actions 
which take place in the battery. 5. As platinum 
is a very poor conductor, is not the current weak
ened when passing through the platinum strips 
from the nitric acid to the zinc? Sometimes the 
strips become so hot as to a1mosl boil the acid in 
the battery. A. Anything that adds resistance to 
the circuit necessarily reduces the current pro
portionately. 

(45) P D. S. asks: Is there anything that 
will destroy the attraction of a magnet when 
placed between it and steel? A. No ; but the at
traction may be partially neutralized by interpos
Ing a heavy piece of iron. 

(46) N. S. asks: 1. Should all spirals, for 
lifting electromagnets, induction machines, mag· 
neto-electric machines, relays, and sounders, be 
insulated and wound on bobbins ? A. All wires 
for electro-magnets, etc., should be insulated ; es
pecial care must be taken in this particular for 
seconnary coils of induction machine8. When the 
electro· magnet is small, it is often covered with 
paper, IUld the wire then wound on the core it
self. 2. If I should wind flat spirals by commenc
ing at one end of the bobbin, and wind a single 
flat spiral of the requisite diameter, then drop 
down to the shaft of the bobbin, the wire remain
ing unbroken, and then wind an'lther flat spiral, 
and so on till tbe bobbin is filled, will I have a 
good secondary for an JDductlon coil, if I insulate 
properly between the coils? Or if I take a piece 
of insulated wire, commence at its middle, and 
wind both ways with opposite ends, and so wind 
the flat spirals, and continue each way from center 
of bobbin toward the ends till fl11el'!, will this be 
equally good? Which is the best of these two? 
A. For medium sized coils,lt is better to divid� the 
bobbin in two parts. Then place it in a lathe. put 
one end of the wire through the dividing disk, and 
wind back a.nd forth continuously untn one end of 
the bobbin is full. Tum the bobbin end for end, 
connect with the finished coil by the wire passin� 
through the dividing disk, and wind as before (or 
the second coiL 

(42) Z. Q. Z asks: What substance is best 
to use on the back of postage stamps, edges of en
velopes, etc., to make them adhesive? A. Try a 
solution of gum dextrin (see p.251, vol. 29 ) with a 
little refined sugar in it to prevent the paper from 
curling up when dry. 

(47) A. S. F. aske: 1. Does it make any dif

ference in the power or the wear of a horizontal 
engine whether it runs over or under? A. No. 
ll. Is a speed of 125 revolutions per minute too fast 
for an engine of Ii inches diameter of cylinder, 
and 2i inches stroke of piston, said engine being 
well and carefully constructed with a view to 
such speed? Band wheel is 8 feet in diameter and 
of 18 inches face, and weighs about 3,600 Ibs. A. 
No. 3. Is it entirely safe to run a line shaft, of � 
or 2* inches diameter and HO feet long, receiving 
the power of a 70 horse power engine at one end, 
and carrying pulleys as large as i2 inches diame
ter and of 16 Icches face, at a speed of 300 revolu
tions per minute, such shaft being first class in an 
respects and carefully put up? A. Yes. i. Would 
it be safe to use 20 horae power from such shaft, at 
the farther end from the engine? A. Yes, if its 
bearings are not too far apart. 

(43) K. says: When throwing the spec
trum of vaporized metals on the screen, is it 
usual or best to use the condenser, as in the 
magiC lantern, besides the focussing or condensing 
lens on the stand just before the prisms? A. Yes. 
Place the condensing lens between the lamern 
and prisms. 

(48) J. C. says: There is a pump in a well 
85 feet deep ; the pump is situated 65 feet helow 
the surface (20 feet from the bottom of the well). 
The pipe above the cylinder is 65 feet long and IJ4 
inches in diameter. The cylinder of the pump is 
2J4 inches In diameter, and the length of the stroke 
of the plunger is 6 inches. The pump will pump 
water, but itis very hard to work It. The plunger 
makes iO strokes a minute and is worked by a 
crank. Is the·pipe containing the pump rod large 
enough to take the quantity of water as fast as it 
is pumped? A friend says the pipe is large enough, 
but that the plunger should make a larger number 
of stroke s ;  and If it does this, he thinks it Will 
work more easily. A. Your pipes, especially the 
suction pipe,would enable the pump to work more 
easily if they were a little larger in diameter. 

On the Etheric Force. By W. E S. 
On the Yellows in Peaches. By P. H. F. 
On a Hydro-Pneumatic Puzzle. By C. K. 
On Diphtheria. By J. P. 
On a Boiler Explosion. By T. E. K. 
On the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. By S. S. B-
On the Laws of Proportion. By I. H. H.& S. 
On Carbonic Acid as a Preservative. B y  C. W.S 
On Heating Cars. By G. W. P .  
On Laying O u t  a Square. B y  J .  M. D.  
On Gravity and Matter. By W. 1. L. 

\l8olnqutries and answers from the following: 
P. G. G. N.-A. M. J.-S. D. S .-F. E. B.-W. C.

J. A.-W. E. D.-N. E.-C. T .  W.-J. B. E.-R. P.
G, B. R.-J. G .  S.-W. C. 

HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Correspondents whose inquiries fall to appear 

ahouldrepeat them. If not then published, they 
may conclude that, for good reasons, the Editor 
declines them. The address of the writer should 
alwllYs be given. 

ducing at a a two north poles. If we change the 
connections of the battery, reversing the current, 
both cores at a a will become south poles, and in 
both cases B will be a consequent point. Fig. 2 
represents similar cores, but so coiled io one con
tinuous line that the current shall flow around 
both cores in the same direction. When connec
ted with the poles cof the battery as shown, both 
poles will be of similar name, say north; and if 
the connections are changed, both poles will l:Je 
alike but opposite to those last named, and in both 
cases B' will be a consequent point. Fig. 3 repre
sents similar cores, but so coiled that the current 
shall flow around each core in opposite directions. 
This will produce one north and one south polE', 
and a neutral point at B". Fig. i represents a 
straight bar magnet with each end coiled in oppo
site directions; when connected with the poles of 
the battery, both ends of the cores will sbow simi
lar polarity, while the center will be a consequent 
point. In order to understand how these e1!'ects 
lire produced, I think it is only necessary to refer 
to the electric force clrculatil'g around a wire 
through which a current is passinll, and to state 
that. the direction of this force or influence is due 
to the direction of the current in the wire. To 
show thisin the most simple form,place a galvano
meter needle over a wire through which an electric 
current Is passing, and the needle will be deflected 
in one definite direction ; now place the needle 
under the wire, and it will be deflected in tho op
posite direction. Now confine the needle in the 
direction opposite to that in which the current 
deflects It, and its polaritywlll soon be reversed by 
the action of the current. 

(51) A. S C. says: W F. C. des erves credit 
for coming forward to support the theory which 
allows an ice boat to travel faster than the wind 
which drives it, but his diagram carnes a confuta
tion upon its face. He says that, with the sail set 
to an angle of i5°, the bolt, which represents the di· 
rectlon of the wind but not its foree, if pushed 
through an interval of 1 inch, will cause the vessel 
to move forward a like amount. True ; but then 
again he says: Make the angle of the sail2�0 in
stead of i5°, and the space passed through by the 
boat will be double that passed through by the 
bolt or wind. This result would be equally true 
with the first, had he not neglected to state that 
four times the speed or force of the wind was ne
cessary for its accomplishment in the same time. 
Does he supposu that the wind, at a known press
ure, after doing its full duty in driving the vessel 
at a certain rate, can be made to double that duty 
by increasing its resistance twofold, which he 
does by lessening the angle of the sail one half? If 
that were true, wbat Is to prevent his attaining, by 
diminishing the angle SUfficiently, a speed infinite
ly greater than the wind? This theory of a boat's 
traveling faster than the wind should, like its 
twin sister " negative slip," be relegated to the 
shades. 

(52) E. D. C. says, ill answer to a query as 
to why the railway gage of i feet. 8� inches was 
adopted: My book of refer'lDce says that the gage 
was :Jriginally 5 feet, and the flange of the wheel 
was on the outside. That not workmg satisfac
torily, the flange was cbanged to the inside, which 
makes the measurement Heet 8� inches. 

Enquiries relating to patents, or to the patenta
tJillty of inventions, assignments, etc., will not be 
oublished here. All such questions, when Initials 
mly are given, are thrown into the waste basket, 
iL8 it would fill half of our paper to print them all; 
hut we generally take pleasure In answering briefly 
by mail, if the writer's address is given. 

Hundreds of Inquiries analogous to the followine 
are sent: "Who sells Portland cement? Whose is 
the best shingle·splitting machine? Who sells col· 
lections of minerals? Who sells machinerJo for 
maklngschool slates? Who makes r,;apler macM, 
Why do not the maker!! ofthe sand blast apparatus 
adverti»e in the SCIENTIFIC � MERICAN? Whose 
is the best tile-making machine? Who sell!! the 
best photographiC lenses?"""All such personal in· 
quirlesareprlnted, as will be observed.ln t.ne col
umn of "Buslness and Personal," which is spe
ciallv set apart for that purpose, subject to tbe 
charge mentioned at the head of that column. 
�Imost any desired information can in this way 

lie expeditioUllly obtained. 

[OF F ICIAL .J 

INDEX OF INVENTIONS 
FOR WHIOH 

Letter. Patent ortbe United State. _ere 

Granted 1n tbe Week Eodlnlt 

December 7. 1876, 
AND J!:ACHBEARING THAT DATE. 

rThose marked (r) are rel •• ued pat<nts.l 

Adding machine, D. L. R. Butt .. ........... ..... , 170,708 

Alarm, burglar, A. A. Budd ........... , .... ... 170,705 

Alarm. burglar, H. A. Sherman ................. ... 170,905 

Animal. In giving birth, aiding, W. Dulin ........ 170.827 

Auger. earth, M. and T. R. Way.... .. ........ 170,790 
Bag, knitted, J. D. Culp \r) ...................... 6.779 

Baggao:e .eal. J. S. Crary........ .. ................ 170,822 

Barrel, L. E. Sunderland .... ...................... 170,914 

Barrel-poll.hlng machine, H. S. Smith ....... .... 170,908 

Barrel·.haplng machine, H. S. Smith .............. 170,909 

Basket, Melnlkhelm and Cha.e ........... ........ 170,755 

Bath tub .eat. J. W. Nye ............ ...... ... .. 170,762 

Bath wa.te valve, W. S. Carr ...................... 170,709 
Battery, ialvanlc, R. M. Lockwood ................ 170,864 

Bearlng.,lInlng for machlne,Lathrop and Weber 170,747 

Bed bottom. spring, E. Barton .................... 170,805 
Bed lounge. D. J. Power....... . .......... ...... 170,687 

Bedstead ,lnvalld,J, Crosby (r) ................ 6,790 

Bed.tead, .ota, G. J. H enkel.......... . ........ 170,868 

Bed.tead, .ota, G. N. Seidler ................... , ... 170,777 

Bee hive, E Arm.troug ............................. 170,698 

Bird cage, G. Gunther ............................... 170 847 
Bird cage, C. F. H olden ............. .. ............ 170,671 

Bird cage, hanging, G. W. Fuller .................. 170,845 
Boat·detachlng apparatu., J. Patter.on ........... 170,�92 

Boller Injector, .team, W. T. Messinger ... . ..... 170,756 

Boot·poll.hlnllt machine, Place and Cunningham. 170,766 

Boot rubber, J. Plenovl............ .. ......... . 170,767 
Boxe., machine tor making, E. Jame .......... .... 170,859 

Boxe., making cu.hlon. tor, B. S. Dennl.on (r). 6,780 

Brace, back and .houlder, H. R. Allen ............ 170.655 

Brace, hlp and thigh, H. R. Allen .................. 170,656 

Brick dryer, E. F. Andrew................. .. " 170.928 

Brick machine, Mitchell and Kennedy ... " ....... 170,879 

Brick machine, A. Morand............ .. .. ' ...... 170.761 

Buckle, A. Dyke ............ ...................... . 170,681 

Bung tunnel,J. Buck (r)........................... 7,'784 

Bu.tle, A. Carter .................................... 170,710 
Butter carrier, B. F. Robert ....................... 170,770 

Can, paint. M. Bray .............................. 170,708 

Can-.eamlng machine, W. J. Gordon ............. 170,727 

Con .pout, oil, D. G. Du.tln................. . . .. 170,718 

Cane gun, C. Melaye.................. ............. 170,684 
Car axle box wa.her, C, H. Brown ................. 170.811 

Car axle waSher, W. H. Fltz Gerald ............... 170,8S8 

Car coupllng,J. T. A. LewlB ...................... 170,748 

Car tor one rail railroads. R. Stone .. .... ... ... 170,692 

Car ventilation, G. H, Storey ................ .. ... 170,788 
Car wheel., ca.tlng, W. Wilmington .............. 170,925 

Carding engine teed, J. G. Freeman .............. 170,842 

Carding machine teed, J. J. Dewey ........... .... 170,825 

Carriage axles, collar. on, J. Krltch ............... 170,744 
Carriage bOW., .ettlng, J. H. McClymonds ....... 170.875 

Carriage wheel. S. W. Ludlow .. .... . ............. 170,866 

Cartridge primer, W. S. Smoot........... .. ...... 170,780 

Cartridge .hell., heading, Sall.bury and Well .... 170.772 

1. Will there be any disadvantage in mak
ing up a battery of 12 one gallon Bunsen cups 
and iO one quart G rove cups? Is there any loss of 
tension or quantity bv uniting Bunsen's and 
Grove's in the same ctrcuit? A. No, unless the 
resistance of the circuit outside of the battery is 
very small. In the latter case the 12 one gallon 
cups alone will give the stron�er current. [f the 
external resistance of the circuit Is of any consid
erable magnitude, the best e1!'ect will be obtained 
by uniting all the cells in series. The latter com· 
bination always gives the highest tension or po· 
tential. 2. Please give full iustructions for setting 
up the Chutaux battery; mentioned In your paper 
of May 22, 1875. A. There are several modiflca, 
tlons of the Chutaux battery, one form is made as 
follows: A glass or stoneware jar is perfarated at 
the bottom, and an inverted saucer placed ovel" 
the hole. Single plates of zinc and carbon are 
then arranged on opposite sides of the jar, and a 
sheet of tin or other thin metal placed in the mid
dle (between the zinc and carbon). The side con
aining the ztnc plate is filled with sand, the oppo-

(49) T . .f. S. says: How can I quarter the 
driving wheels of a locomotive? A. What sort 
of quartering do you mean? 

MINERALS, BTC.-Specimene have been re, 
ceived 1rom the 10110wing con-espondente,and 

examined, with the results stated : 
E. W. P.-They are scales of mica.-C. W. D.

Both contain pyrites. By exposure to the air, 
some of the pyrites has been eonvertedinto sul
phate of iron.-W. J. S.-The glistening powder is 
sulphuretof iron ; the black is hornblende. Nei
ther is valuable.-J. K. S.-It is fibrous steatite or 
soapstone.-G. P.-No. 1 is quartzite. No. 6 is fer
ruginous quartz. We do not find the other speci
mens spoken of in your letter.-l'. H. A.-The 
amount of substance was too small for chemical 
examination. Try aniline red, or madder red, or 
red lead. 

Chandelier. J. Matthew ............................. 170,872 
Churn, reCiprocating, W. McKinley ..... . ........ 170,877 

Cigar, M. Ro.enthal ....... . .................... 170,901 
Cigarette mouth piece. D. Marqul ................. 170.752 

(50) J. B. F. says: In a recent issue, you 
state to a correspondent that you know no way of 
producing simultaneously in an electromagnet two 
north or two south poles. I send you herewit.h a 
sketch, showing several waysin which this may be 
done, as it may interest those of your readers who 
are experimenting in electro-magnetism. Fig. 1 
represents the cores of an ordinary electro-mag
net, coiled in the usual manner, but with the ter-
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Clay pulverizing machine, J. N. Kerper .. . , ...... 170.74l 

Cleanlag compound, McGugln e! al.. ......... . .... 170,E82 

Clevl., J. G. Miller ..................... .... ....... 170,768 
Clothe. dryer, H. J. Brown ........................ 170,812 

Clothe. line prop, C. C. Schwaner . . ... .. .......... 170,775 

Coal chute, porta ale , R. R. H oopes ................ 170,856 

Coal oil motor, F. Burger .... ............ .... . .. . 170,818 

Cooking uten.Il, A. Vlehmeyer .................... 170,921 
Coolers, etc., stand for water. W. L. McDowell . •  170,876 

Corn drill, J. R. 8. B. and G. W. Rude ...... .. .. 170,902 

Corn sheller teed belt etc., W. R. Quartol' ... ... 170.89'l 
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